14-15 October
" The reoccupation of the Rhineland, breaking the Locarno
agreements in the letter and the spirit, placed us almost in the
international position we occupied before the war. Our geogra-
phical situation compels us to maintain a military machine big
enough to dissuade any one of our neighbours from using our
territory for attacking another State. By fulfilling this mission
Belgium contributes eminently to the peace of Western Europe,
and creates for herself, ipso facto, a right to the respect and, if need
be, the assistance of all States which are interested in that peace.
"On this basis, I believe, Belgian opinion is unanimous. But
our undertakings should not go beyond that. Any unilateral
policy weakens our position abroad, and, rightly or wrongly,
arouses divisions at home. Even a purely defensive alliance
would not lead to the desired end, for, however prompt the
assistance of an ally might be, he could not intervene until after
the invader's attack, which would be a lightning attack, had
been launched. In resisting that attack we should be alone in
any case. Unless she herself had a system of defence capable of
resisting it, Belgium would find herself from the outset deeply
invaded and immediately plundered. This stage past, friendly
intervention might, it is true, bring final victory, but the
struggle would cover the country with ravages of which those of
the Great War afford only a pale reflection.
"That is why, as the Minister of Foreign Affairs recently
said, we must follow a policy exclusively and entirely Belgian.
That policy should aim resolutely at placing us outside any
disputes of our neighbours. It responds to our national idea."
orderly fascist meetings
Sir Oswald Mosley addressed orderly Fascist meetings at
Bethnal Green and Limehouse. The Fascists inarched with
pipes, drums, and flags, but there was no interference. Enor-
mous bodies of police, mounted and on foot, were on duty,
with reserves down side-streets. Sir Oswald spoke from the top
of a motor-van illuminated by a spotlight, and his audience
appeared sympathetic. There was one minor disturbance in
Bow, as a result of which two men were charged with using
insulting words and behaviour.
Thursday 15	A critic in the pillory
Herr Julius Streicher, the political leader for Franconia, has
given the German Press a lesson in good manners. A young
journalist wrote a highly critical account of a cabaret show, and
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